Writing Process Guidelines
(from Markel)
Drafting Effectively
Try the following techniques when you begin to draft or when you get stuck in the middle of drafting.
	Get comfortable. Choose a good chair set at the right height for the keyboard and adjust the light so that it doesn't reflect off the screen.
	Start with the easiest topics. Instead of starting at the beginning of the document, begin with the section you most want to write about.
	Draft quickly. Many students draft slowly, hoping their first draft will be good enough to serve as a final draft. It won't be. Just try to make your fingers keep up with your brain. Turn the phrases from your outline into paragraphs.
	Don't stop to get more information or to revise. Set a timer and draft for an hour or two without stopping. When you come to an item that you don't understand or that requires more research, just skip to the next item. Don't worry about sentence structure or spelling. Your goal is to create a long rough draft.
	Try invisible writing. Darken the screen so that you can look only at your hardcopy outline or the keyboard. You won't stop typing so often because you will be less tempted to revise what you have just written.
	Stop in the middle of a section. When you stop, do so in the middle of a paragraph, or even in the middle of a sentence. When you start again, you will find it easy to conclude the idea you were working on. This technique will help you avoid writer's block, the mental paralysis that can set in when you stare at a blank page.

Revising by Yourself
Try the following strategies for revising your drafts before you show them to your instructor, other students, or co-workers.
	Let it sit. Set the document aside for a while, overnight if possible. This way, you gain some distance from your work and are better able to approach it more as your readers will.
	Read it aloud. Doing this helps you hear awkward phrases and recognize poorly developed ideas, illogical reasoning, or missing evidence.
	Use checklists. Take checklists such as those in this book and modify them to include the points your instructors have made about your writing.
	Review a printout of your draft. You can revise effectively right on the screen, but be sure to print a copy of your draft. You'll be able to spot more problems on a printout than on a screen because a printer provides a much sharper image than a screen, and you'll see the draft as your readers will.


